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A Corpus of Memes from Reddit:
Acquisition, Preparation and First Case Studies

Thomas Schmidt1, Fabian Schiller2, Mathias Götz3 and Christian Wolff4

Abstract: We present a corpus of memes and their textual components that were acquired from
the popular meme platform r\memes, a subreddit of Reddit and one of the major outlets of online
meme culture. The corpus consists of the most popular memes from 2013-2021 on the platform and
we acquired 11,701 memes and 280,351 text tokens. We conduct several case studies focused on
diachronic analysis to highlight the possibilities of the corpus for research in internet studies and
online culture. We examine the general activity on the platform throughout the years and identify
a significant increase in meme production beginning 2017. Results of sentiment analysis show a
tendency towards memes with positively classified texts. The analysis of most frequent words per
half-year spotlights the importance of certain cultural events for meme culture (e.g. the 2016 US
election). Using the LIWC to analyze swear and sexual words shows an overall decrease in the usage
of these words pointing to an increased moderation of the platform. The corpus is publicly available
for the research community for further studies.
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1 Introduction

Memes have become a popular media type in today’s internet culture. Bauckhage [Ba11]
defines a meme as “content or concepts that spreads rapidly among internet users” and
Davison [Da12] extends this definition to memes as “a piece of culture, typically a joke,
which gains influence through online transmission”. One of the most popular meme types is
the usage of an image with a text, usually consisting of one or two lines that formulate a
joke or punch line (see figure 1 for a conceptual template, figure 2 for an example). The
image is referred to as image macro or meme template and they are usually reused with
different text changing based on context, goal, and situation of the overall meme. We refer
to the different forms based on differing texts of the image macros as meme incarnations.

Due to the large popularity and widespread usage of memes in social media, memes have
become a topic of interest for various humanities branches like internet and cultural studies.
From a methodological point of view, research is focused on qualitative / hermeneutic
methods with a rather low number of memes in qualitative case studies [Sh12, Sh14, Sh13,
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Fig. 1: Typical format of an image macro meme.

Fig. 2: Example of a meme of the corpus (posted in the second half-year of 2015).

Os15, HL16, Mc19]. The application of computational methods for meme analysis in digital
humanities (DH) is rather rare [Sc20b]. In natural language processing (NLP), memes often
serve as rich data source in the context of other primary tasks e.g. to evaluate algorithms
for hate language detection [Ki21], AI-based meme generation [AT18, Sa20] or sentiment
analysis [Sh20]. Sherratt [Sh22] proposes the focus on multimodal methods of online memes
but also argues that there is still a lack of public well-structured corpora for the creation of
necessary knowledge bases. First developments towards that goal can be seen in the data
science and machine learning community with the publication of datasets on open data
platforms5 but they often lack structured metadata, text captions or point to deleted online
content. Schmidt et al. [Sc20b] acquired and analyzed around 8,000 meme incarnations
of 16 image macros from the platform Know Your Meme. Vyalla and Udandarao [VU20]
created a corpus of over 1 million meme text captions but limited to 128 image macro
classes and use this to develop a meme generation system.

In this paper, we present the methodological approach and the results of a project for
the acquisition and analysis of a corpus of memes. Our goal is to publish a multimodal

5 https://www.kaggle.com/datasets/electron0zero/memegenerator-dataset

https://www.kaggle.com/datasets/electron0zero/memegenerator-dataset
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(images and text) corpus with rich metadata of this unique media type to support research in
media, internet, and cultural studies. Furthermore, we present first case studies with various
methods of computational text analysis to showcase the potential of this corpus for further
studies. We primarily examine the development of textual meme content across time to
explore influence and interactions with general culture.

2 Corpus

We refer to the subreddit r\memes6 as our source of acquisition. The platform, which started
in 2008, has more than 26 million subscribers, 22 million posts and is the 10th largest
subreddit on Reddit.7 r\memes is one of the major curated outlets for memes of the image
macro type in the English language. Users can post memes as submissions on the platform
and receive comments, upvotes and downvotes. As one of the largest Reddit communities a
strict moderation is in place deleting non-meme content or content violating the terms of
use (e.g. racist content).

We have built a Python script using the Reddit pushshift fast-API8 to scrape the top 1,000
memes (as measured by the highest number of upvotes) for each half-year (or less than
1,000 if less memes were posted) in the timespan of 2013-2021. We decided for 2013 as
a starting point since from 2008 to 2012, this subreddit was not very active or popular.9
We scraped the memes as image files from the corresponding image url (see figure 2 for
an example) including all additional metadata as json-data: upvotes, upvote ratio, number
of comments, submission time, full link to the meme submission) and created based on
this data a corpus in csv-format. However, we removed meme submissions of these top
1,000 per half-year if they contained no links to images or links to deleted content (noise).
The remaining data was extended with the textual content of the memes using the optical
character recognition (OCR) of the Google Cloud Vision API.10 The OCR returns valid
results as analysis showed since the clear and large text poses no challenge to modern OCR.
However, the OCR also included non-caption text like words in the background or the url
of the meme creation tool used. While we tried to filter these in the preprocessing, certain
OCR artefacts will certainly remain in the final corpus. Overall, we acquired a corpus of
11,701 meme-images, metadata, and the corresponding textual content.

Table 1 illustrates general corpus statistics. Token and sentence-based analysis was performed
via Spacy.11 The 11,701 memes sum up to 280,351 tokens of text. On average a meme
consists of 24.5 tokens and 1.8 sentences. Figure 3 illustrates the distribution among memes
in the corpus per half-year.

6 https://www.reddit.com/r/memes/

7 All data as of May 5th 2023.
8 https://github.com/pushshift/api

9 See https://knowyourmeme.com/memes/sites/rmemes for more information.
10 https://cloud.google.com/vision/docs/ocr

11 https://spacy.io/

https://www.reddit.com/r/memes/
https://github.com/pushshift/api
https://knowyourmeme.com/memes/sites/rmemes
https://cloud.google.com/vision/docs/ocr
https://spacy.io/
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Type / Metric absolute AVG SD Min Max
Tokens 280,351 24.5 37.7 1 2,120
Sentences 20,340 1.8 4.0 1 397
Punctuation 23,773 2.0 10.4 0 800

Tab. 1: General corpus statistics.

Fig. 3: Distribution of memes among each half-year.

3 Case Studies

To highlight the possibilities of this corpus, we have performed a first exploratory analysis
with a focus on diachronic analysis of the textual content of the memes based on half-year
sub-corpora of this corpus. Additional data relating to these analyses as well as the corpus
itself are publicly available for the research community.12

3.1 Most Frequent Words

To gain an overview of the topics that are discussed, and the terms used on memes, we
analyzed most frequent words per half-year and most frequent words in the corpus as a
whole using word clouds after stop word removal. The overall word cloud of all memes
points to swear words and general terms as being very frequent (figure 4).

However, word clouds for specific half-years do mirror important topics in society (see
figure 5 and 6 for examples). More word clouds can be examined on our GitHub repository.

12 https://github.com/lauchblatt/reddit_memes

https://github.com/lauchblatt/reddit_memes
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Fig. 4: Word cloud of the overall meme corpus.

Fig. 5: Word cloud for all memes of the second half-year of 2016 highlighting the 2016 presidential
election as important topic of meme culture that year (“wall”, “Trump”, “November”).

Fig. 6: Word cloud for all memes of the first half-year of 2020 including “Coronavirus” as one of the
most frequent words.

3.2 Sentiment Analysis

We also explored sentiment analysis using the Python toolkit Vader13 [HG14] which produces
an average sentiment value for each text of each meme and is a recommended lexicon-based
sentiment analysis often used for the analysis of social media content [SKW20, Mo20].
Following the recommendations of Vader, we regard an average sentiment value higher
than 0.05 as positive and lower than -0.05 as negative. The final classification shows that
36% (3,866 memes) of the memes are positive, 33% (4,178) negative and 31% (3,674)
neutral. The higher percentage of positively classified memes is in line with the general
idea of the humoristic often light-hearted content of the memes. As an example, figure 7

13 https://github.com/cjhutto/vaderSentiment
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shows the meme with the highest sentiment score (the most positive meme according to the
classification).

Fig. 7: Meme with the highest sentiment score of the overall corpus (0.983).

We also calculated the average sentiment score per half-year to get an understanding of the
sentiment progression over time. We identified that the half-year overall values of the textual
content of the memes sums up to a rather neutral value (between -0.05 and 0.05). However,
as figure 8 illustrates, there is a development towards more positive sentiment beginning in
2016. This is in line with the general rise of popularity of r\memes but also a more serious
moderation and professionalization of the platform including a more controlled removal of
racist and trolling content that is likely to be classified as negative.

Fig. 8: The average sentiment score per half-year across time.

3.3 LIWC Analysis

Finally, we used the English version of the Linguistic Inquiry Word Count lexical resource14
(LIWC; [Bo22]) to investigate the development of certain word categories across time. The
LIWC is a psychologically validated lexical resource that offers lists of words for certain

14 https://www.liwc.app/.

https://www.liwc.app/. 
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topics and while it is primarily used in psychology, it has also shown to be beneficial in the
context of language analysis in social media by analyzing the overall proportions of word
categories [Mo20]. The word lists consist of a fixed list of words including their inflections
and words extended with regular expressions. We focus on the word categories swear (130
words, regex-forms not included, like bullshit, sucks, dumb and other slurs) and sexual (131
words like erotic, naked and sexual slurs) as those pose interesting insights in the context
of the previously performed sentiment analysis. Please note however that this dictionary
approach is limited due to the increased moderation of the subreddit (deleting and adjusting
memes with explicit content) and also approaches by the community to avoid swear words
by using placeholders (e.g. b*llsh*t for bullshit). Nevertheless, calculating the average
proportion of these word categories among all memes results in an average of 0.19 for swear
words and 0.07 for sexual words.

Looking at the proportion of these words across the time confirms previous findings of the
sentiment analysis and shows the importance of swear words for this media type with average
proportion values up to 0.42 in the second half-year of 2014 (figure 9). We also identified
a moderate decrease from the peaks in 2014 to 2021 that is in line with the sentiment
development and might be a sign of the increased professionalization and moderation of
the platform deleting and managing memes with content like racial slurs that are part of
the swear word category. Our results show that words with sexual connotations are not as
important and frequent compared to swear words and rather rare in certain years (e.g. 2018,
2019). However, they do peak just recently in 2021.

Fig. 9: Distribution of swear and sexual terms across the time. X-axis is the average proportion of
word categories across all memes.
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4 Limitations & Future Work

While these analyses are exploratory at the moment, they show the potential of this corpus
and possible research ideas. We want to extend these cases studies by addressing several
limitations:

We used Spacy, a standard NLP tool and general purpose solution to create tokens and
sentences. However, we noticed that the special vocabulary and syntax used on memes
pose challenges to this standard approach. We evaluated the functionality of the token
and sentence segmentation with some random samples and while we got the impression
that it works well most of the time, we also found problems dealing with slang, complex
punctuation and URLs. In many cases, specific sentence segmentation decisions are open to
interpretation. We plan to further analyze this problem by defining syntactical and token
based units for our meme corpus and examining results of multiple segmentation tools in
more detail.

The applied sentiment analysis as lexicon-based approach is rather limited and we did not
evaluate the approach. We intend to annotate sub-corpora of the meme corpus with sentiment
to evaluate methods and apply more sophisticated machine learning methods including
more multifaceted emotion prediction [SDW21]. Furthermore, we intend to perform more
fine-grained sentiment analysis considering the time spans e.g. sentiment progressions per
month to get a more in-depth view of the data. We also argue that we can gain further
insights of meme culture by analyzing other word categories of the LIWC. The analysis
of the gender-based categories female and male offer potential for in-depth analysis in the
context of gender studies [Sc20a]. We plan to investigate the method of topic modeling
to examine the diachronic development of important topics discussed on memes in more
depth. Additionally, we did not perform yet any major analysis into the interaction of certain
metadata with sentiment or LIWC analysis e.g. the correlation of sentiment and popularity.
We intend to uncover various analysis ideas of that branch in future work.

Furthermore, we agree with Sherratt [Sh22] that memes are a multimodal medium and we
want to include methods of computer vision (e.g. image classification, object detection)
to further analyze our corpora. This is further supported by the increased usage of video
snippets, GIFs and similar content in recent meme culture. Currently, we are in the process
to increase the overall corpus with more memes from r\memes but also other subreddits to
get a broader view of the phenomenon and extend the corpus also with video based memes.
Recent applications of computer vision methods applied in DH fields like theatre studies
[SBW19, SW21], film studies [Sc21, Ho19, SK22, EKSW22] and internet studies [Sc20c]
offer interesting possibilities in this context of meme analysis.

To our knowledge, only few structured meme corpora are publicly available [Sc20b] and we
were able to gain interesting insights about the Reddit meme culture in regard to sentiment,
topics and platform moderation that have implication for internet, media and social media
studies.
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